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Materials (for a bracelet of 5,5 inch/14 cm without closure)

                      11/0 seed beads sb                                                             A scan of the „wheels“

                      3 mm round beads (44) RB                                                Rayher 14 204 830

                      3 mm facetted beads (42) FB3

                      6x3 mm „Wheels“ (23) W  

                       Closure bead
                 
                       4 mm facetted beads (4) FB4

                       11/0 seed beads (8) sb

I used 0,2 mm fishing line, but you have to be careful about tension – it stretches and if you 
use too much tension, you get a rubber band effect.
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1. One W in the middle of the thread,                    2. Go through the sb and RB on the sides.
    one sb, one RB, one sb on each thread,                  I went through two bead sets on the right
    cross in a new W – go on until you reach               site, then two on the left to get an even
    the end of your bracelet.                                         tension.

3. Add 4 sb, go down through the sb on the           4. Go through the upper two sb above
    side of the RB and up again.                                   the RB and add FB3 in between.
    *Add one sb, go down through the next sb 
    and up through the one just added. 
    Add 3 sb go down through the sb on the 
    other side and up through the last sb.*
    Repeat from * to *
    (It doesn't matter whether you follow the red or the blue thread path.)

5. In reality I did this step after adding the             6. Add one sb and go through the 
    closure bead (see next page), much easier             existing beads to bury your thread ends.
    to see how many beads you need for the loop.
    Closure loop: add 2 sb on the sides, one sb          
    to cross and the beads for the loop (18 in my           
    case). Cross through the crossing bead and 
    go through the 2 sb on the sides again.
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The closure bead:

1.Take one FB4 to the middle of the thread,          2. Go through the four sb on top and
   *one sb on the right thread, one sb on the               on the bottom. Then go up with the 
   left thread, cross in a new FB4*. Repeat                 bottom thread through a FB4 and one
   * to * until you have four FB4, add one sb              of the upper sb.
   to each thread and cross in the first FB4.

3. Cross in a new sb to embellish the top.             4. Go down through the FB4 on the sides
                                                                                   and through on of the bottom sb.

5. Add three sb to both threads, two sb             6. Add one sb and go through the existing
    to each thread and cross through the W.            beads and bury your thread ends.
    Go through the sb at the sides of the RB.   
    To adjust the length of the bracelet you
    can take three or four sb instead of the
    two on each thread. The same goes for
    step 5 on page 2 (for the closure loop).

Copyright: Alexis http://alexis.ohost.de You may use these directions to create your own jewelry, which may be 
sold for pin money or given away as a gift - but mass production is not allowed. Please credit me as the designer 
and include my homepage address. Don't use these instructions for a class without asking first. Don’t copy these 
instructions (even parts of it), don’t sell them or put them on another homepage.
The diagrams were made with the freeware JSPerles: http://home.scarlet.be/jsperles/     
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